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Coding Data Structures
Translating from an object model into the Java code for that object is as simple as
writing an instance variable for each property of the object, and then writing a
getter method and possibly a setter method for each variable. Not all instance variables need setter methods
or even getters.

public class Person {
   private Wallet wallet;
   public Wallet getWallet() {
      return wallet;
   }
   public void setWallet(Wallet w) {
      wallet = w;
   }
}

What makes data structures a bit more complicated is the matter of constructors. You must recall that a
constructor is the method being called when you instantiate an object (as in, new Person()), and that it
is the responsiblity of the constructor to fill up with values all the instance variables of that object. Now that
some of those instance variables may themselves be objects, your constructor must either instantiate objects
to store in its parameters, or take as a parameter an already existing object to store in that variable.

public Person() {
   super();
   // man comes into the world owning nothing.
   wallet = new Wallet(0);
   // (well, except an empty wallet)
}
public Person(Wallet w) {
   super();
   // This lucky soul was handed a wallet when he was born.
   wallet = w;
}

. 1 Write code that will tell the following story, creating only the variables noted here:
A man has a wallet containing $100. A thief takes the wallet from him, leaving the man with no
wallet (that is, null). The thief takes out all the money (use setMoney()) and then drops the
wallet into the river.



. 2 Suppose that you want to create a data structure to represent a 3-hole puncher (what you use to punch
holes in paper to stick it in a notebook). It will consist of two classes: a HolePuncher class that
stores the information on the size and position of one hole, and a Puncher class that contains three
HolePunchers.

a) List out the variables that each class should have, and next to them write "G" if that variable has a
getter, and "S" if it has a setter. (Think about what you can and cannot change about a hole puncher
that has already been assembled)

b) Below, write the complete declaration of the two classes. The constructor of Puncher should take
as a parameter the size of its holes (all the same size), and should put them in appropriate positions.
You don't need to write all the getters and setters - just write a getter and a setter for
HolePuncher's position, so that I can see that you know how to do it.


